WHERE AMBITION
MEETS OPPORTUNITY

Introducing Alberts, a modern solution
to working smarter. The global pandemic
has commanded change and workplaces
need to adapt. Catering to the modern
workforce, Alberts is a fusion of aspirational
workspaces, flexible lease terms, enhanced
meeting rooms and exceptional amenities
creating unparalleled opportunities

ALBERTS IS THE NEW HOME FOR SMART BUSINESS

THE COMMONS

to operate and connect like never before.
Situated across five central locations,
Alberts inspires a community of Auckland’s
most ambitious minds and innovative
businesses. Our curated offices and flagship
members club blend timeless design with
state-of-the-art technology. Our scheduled
events and onsite hospitality foster a unique
culture for your team.

Alberts is where culture,
community and commerce fuse.

LEVEL 1

1 ALBERT STREET

WHERE NOW
MEETS NEXT

Alberts is Auckland’s first private tenants
club. A sophisticated and comfortable
environment to host casual and formal
meetings, external events and team
discussions. Spread over two levels at
1 Albert Street, Alberts features various
sized meeting rooms with advanced
virtual technology, collaboration areas,

ALBERTS MEMBERS CLUB

THE LIBRARY

LEVEL 1

private lounges, event space and multiple
catering options.
Our personalised concierge team provide
a seamless service; from welcoming your
guests to booking your meetings, planning
your events and organising your catering.
Whether it’s coffee with your assistant or
entertaining your investors, we manage
the detail so you can focus on your business.

Alberts Members Club is your home
in the city. From coffee breaks to board
presentations, our seamless service
manages your every need.

1 ALBERT STREET

W H E R E C U LT U R E
MEETS COMMUNITY
Culture is the pulse that influences every
successful business. Positive experience
attracts top talent, increases productivity
and drives engagement and retention.
Alberts empowers you to create a culture
you love. The all‑important coffee break,
long lunch and team celebration; we foster
relationships and team unity through
our onsite cafés, restaurants, bars and
collaboration workspaces.
Alberts Members Club is the soul of the
WHERE LIKE MINDS MEET

Alberts community. Here, like minds meet
in an inspiring atmosphere of connectivity
and growth. An ideal extension of your
private office, our ecosystem of entrepreneurs
and leaders stimulate breakthrough
ideas and infinite possibilities. Our monthly
curated events program includes panel
discussions, expert speakers, wellness
challenges, networking events and team
building opportunities.

Alberts cultivates community
through curated experiences,
enriching content and engaging
events for all tenants.

ALBERTS IS WHERE PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES THRIVE

W H E R E F L AV O U R
MEETS STYLE

Tell the team to meet at Lawn Café – your
new local. Kickstart your day with the best
espresso in town, roasted by Coffee Supreme.
We’re dishing up great food, excellent service
and a warm welcome in a fusion of industrial
and botanical style.
Our menu is full of delicious, freshly made
meals, scrumptious salads and tempting
treats with daily specials and old favourites.
Pre-order online to beat the queue. Drop in
for a fresh-pressed juice, a glass of wine or
a contemporary cocktail as evening beckons;
we’re fully licensed for your after-work drinks.
Need help with catering? Our hospitality
team can organise any type of occasion –
from light refreshments and lunches, to a
full event – at yours or in our private dining
room. Further venues will include The Patio
and Zibetto Espresso Bar at 1 Albert Street,
with more locations to be announced.
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WHERE COMMERCE
MEETS COMMON SENSE
WHY ALBERTS WORKS

Alberts makes the workplace solution simple.
We provide vibrant workspaces in five CBD locations on flexible lease terms that are financially appealing.
Alberts Members Club allows businesses to downsize
and reduce costs while upgrading to A-grade premises.
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F I V E - S TA R
H O S P I TA L I T Y

We are an original model for New Zealand, supplying
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Agility matters, as recent experience has emphasised.
Our relevant workspaces lower expenses and manage
risk, keeping your bottom line healthy in this new
world. A greater emphasis on collaboration and the
virtual workplace make an aspirational culture and
transformative community critical to your success.
Alberts is the right move for ambitious SMEs.

outgoing finances.

retention and reducing
staff costs.

ALBERTS
BESPOKE

ALBERTS
P R I VAT E S U I T E

TRADITIONAL
OFFICE

Made to order with your design and brand

Ready to move in

A-grade city locations

Design, build, furnished and IT by Alberts

Fully fitted and furnished

Complete flexibility

No tenant investment required

No tenant investment required

Access to Alberts community and amenities

All inclusive rent package

All inclusive rent package

Alberts bespoke is an A+ grade office space curated by us to

Our Private Suites offer a seamless plug and play route into a

Alberts’ five city locations provide opportunities for traditional

suit your needs. Designed collaboratively, your requirements are

premium office space. Reduce your footprint while upgrading to

tenancies. Whilst our other options are designed, built and

drawn up into comprehensive plans by the Alberts architectural

a modern city location with shared facilities, reception, kitchens

furnished with our investment, this model is provided as an empty

team with your final approval. Your sophisticated suite will be

and ancillary spaces. Fixtures, fittings, furniture and IT are ready

space for you to design as required. Membership to our premier

is beyond measure. It transformed the

furnished, fitted and built by us in an effortless, easy‑to‑budget

to use, you simply walk in and work. No down time moving office.

club, Alberts, can be included for a monthly, per person fee.

way we work to a far more collaborative

process without the capital expenditure on your balance sheet.
Avoid business distractions and building delays while you

suit our specific needs without having to

PEOPLE

to use Alberts Club during the renovation

amenities and excellent networking

Alberts Private Suites come in one all-inclusive rent payment,

opportunities for the team.”

with flexible terms to suit each tenant.
Stephanie Watson
	Head of Franchise Operations

and inspire colleagues.

		

manage the fit out, and the opportunity

model with lower overheads, more

achieve an impeccable custom finish that will impress clients

SIZE

“The value of a well-designed office to

Ray White

200 – 1000M2
10 +

SIZE

		

PEOPLE

30 – 200M2
4 – 25

SIZE
PEOPLE

200 – 1000M2
10 +
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Alberts is
the new heart of Auckland business,
redefining commercial leasing with
relevant workspaces and a world-class
members club that will become

C O N TA C T S

the address for smart business.

KYLIE METZENER — LEASING

+64 27 304 2 010

leasi n g @ alb er t s.n z

H O S P I TA L I T Y 		

+6 4 9 8 8 6 747 2

h o sp i tali t y @ alb er t s.n z

CONCIERGE

+6 4 9 8 8 6 747 2

c o n c i erg e@ alb er t s.n z

C O N TA C T Y O U R L E A S I N G A G E N T

Terms & Conditions: This information is general in nature and subject to change. Please contact us for further information. © A L B E R T S

Alberts is the place to be.

ALBERTS.NZ

@WEAREALBERTS

